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SWEEPING VICTORY
OVER RHODE ISLAND
NEW

lis t of prices Hwarbeb

NEW TECOFD Fo r HALF MILE.
W entw orth won the half in fast time,
breaking the record made by him earlier
in the season.
In the mile run W hittem ore and East
man had a regular tea party (without the
tea). Running side b y side on the last
lap they were so far ahead of the Rhode
Island runners that it is doubtful if the
latter could see them with a telescope.
In the 2 mile W hittem ore proceeded
to follow the instructions of the coach
and raised cain with the record, clipping
off 9 seconds from it.
In the shot put W adleigh broke the
record by over tw o feet but was forced
to take second to Palmer of Rhode
Island who put the weight eight inches
farther.
One of the surprises of the meet was
the result of the high jump. Stevens
of N ew Hampshire showed the result
of his faithful training all thru the
season and won first place, making his
letters for the first time.

GF0VES WINS HIGH HUFDLES.
The high hurdles were easily captured
b y Groves who again equalled the mark
set b y R eed in 1912. In the low hurdles
however, he met with hard luck. He
tripped on one of the first hurdles and,
although he jum ped up and continued
the race, the set-back was sufficient to
throw him out of the competition. The
time was slower b y tw o seconds than
his usual time and so probably another
first place was lost for N ew Hampshire.
The pole vault was easily won b y
Brill and the other two places were
cleaned up b y the Blue and W hite
athletes also.
Huse readily won the hammer throw
and second place was sharply contested
for b y Bugbee of N ew Hampshire and
Palmer of R hode Island. Bugbee hurl
ed the sphere farther than he has before
this season but was finally nosed out
by the Rhode Island man.
Degnan won the broad jum p with a
jum p o f 20 feet 7 inches, thus making his
letters for the first time.

1915 CLASS JOINS
RANKS OF ALUMNI
SENIOR CLASS OF 4 5 M EN A N D NINE
W OM EN RECEIVE DEGREES

RABBI STEPHEN WISE SPEAKS.

Honorable Mention

Battalion Psrade and Drill at 8 .3 0 — Escort
to Seniors 1 0 .3 0 —Many Guests Hear
Speakers in Gymnasium.

Charles Wesley Davis

First

Walter Ira Waite, ’16.

Erskine Mason Memorial Prize

Walter Whittier Swett.

Second

Charles Swett Pettee, ’16.
Individual Prize Drill

Chase Davis Memorial Medals

Gold Medal

Roy Charles Graham, ’17.

Gold Medal

Paul

Edward Corriveau.

Silver Medal

Ralph Leighton Dame, 18.

Silver Medal

Bronze Medal

William Hervey Thomas.

John Fawdrey Thompson.

FACULTY TAKE UP MATTER
TEAM LOSES GAME TO
GLEE CLUBS PRESENT
OF ONE HOUSE PARTY
EXETER BY SCORE OF 8-2
COMIC OPERA I0LANTHE
Synopsis of the Plot — M iss Roberts as
Phyllis — Blake and Johnson are
Laugh Provoking.

Result Not Unexpected— Opponents Heavy
Hitters—Humiston Brings in Two
Runs—Broderick Stars.

Lack of Attendance at Last Parties One
Reason for Action — Administraton
Committee Propose Scheme.

Tuesday evening, June 15, the final
concert of the Glee Clubs was given in
the Gymnasium, with the usual skill
and talent which marks these produc
tions. This year the com ic
opera
“ lolanthe” was given. This opera
depicts life in the courts at the time
when orphans were put under the care
of some lord who took care of the child
until it was of age, and in the meantime
usually appropriated the larger part of
the property unto himself. The object
of the play is to show the im perfections
of this system and to bring about a re
form b y getting it laughed at.

The last game of the base ball sea
son was lost to Exeter b y the score of 8
to 2. The result was not surprising,
however, as Exeter had trimmed D art
mouth the week before b y an even larg
er score. Altho ‘ ‘B u cky’ ’ Bissell twirl
ed good ball. Exeter’s heavy hitting
team pounded out three home runs,
but it was the ragged fielding of the
Blue and W hite that really tells the
story. M cN am ara of Exeter starred at
the bat, securing two singles and a home
run out of five trips to the plate. For
New Hampshire Hum iston excelled on
the run making end b y getting two sin
gles in four chances and b y crossing the
plate for the only two runs. In the
field, Broderick excelled.
HUMISTON SCORES TW IC E.
The first inning proved scoreless for
both sides but in the second Exeter
started things b y bringing in three runs
from a single, a home run, a base on balls
and a fielder’s choice. N ew H am p
shire’s first run came in the third inn
ing when H um iston opened up with a
single, went to second on a base on
balls and then scored on a single by
Brackett. The second run came in the
fifth when Humiston again singled,
went to second on another base on balls
and scored on a hit b y Cram.
In the
sixth a pass to first and a couple of
singles were secured but N ew H am p
shire was unable to push a runner across
the plate.
ab r bh po a e
Exeter
5 0 2 0 0 0
M artin, rf
5 0 1 11 2 0
Peters, c
4 0 0 2 1 0
Atha, 3b
3 1 1 1 0 1
Howe, If
4 1 1 7 0 0
Fitzgibbon, lb
5 3 2 2 2 0
Cleveland, 2b
5 2 3 1 0 0
M cN am ara, cf
3 0 0 2 2 1
Clough, ss
1 1 0 0 1 0
Noyes, p
1 0 0 1 1 0
Comerford, p

Upon the recommendation of the
Administrative Committee, the question
of one or two house parties per year
came under the consideration of the
faculty at its last meeting . une 14.
The changes suggested are: first, that
in the future but one series of house
parties shall be given annually; second,
that the time for the said house parties
shall be the same as the time chosen
for the Sophomore Hop. It was futhermore thought by the Administration
committee that the best season for these
house parties is the spring. The com 
mittee further felt that the question
of the time is one that may be best
left to the fraternities themselves.
The committee had made a very care
ful and deliberate study of the situation
and felt that there were various con
siderations which bore out the above
conclusions. Am ong them are motives
of econom y which they thought would
appeal strongly to the fraternity mem
bers. Again, it is realized that these
social activities, except for the hop,
do not affect or offer opportunity to
the large number of non-fraternity
people in the college. And not only
that, but many of the fraternity mem
bers themselves, especially at the house
parties last spring, did not take the
active interest in them nor support
them in a manner that would betoken
a keen desire to have the present system
of two house parties per year continued.
For those reasons it was thought ad
visable to give the proposition careful
consideration..

CHORUS OF

35 VOICES.

The chorus was composed of about
thirty-five voices equally divided be
tween the boys and girls. The female
parts represented fairies, who took
things into their own hands and caused
Strephon, the son of one of the fairies, to
be sent to Parliament, where he soon
became a leader due to the unknown
influence of the fairies. The Lord
Chancellor and the other lords think at
first that their word is law but later
com e to find that they are nothing but
figure-heads in the power of the fairies.

THE PLOT.

Strephon, the hero of the sketch, is in
love with Phyllis, who is under the
charge of the Lord Chancellor, who also
is in love with her. Strephon has a
hard time in his love affair but in the
end conquers and wins the hand of the
fair Phyllis, which part was exception
ally well taken b y Miss Roberts. Blake
as Lord M ountarrarat and Johnson as
Lord Tolloler were the fun makers of
the evening because they seemed afraid
that they would appear to have at least
a few brains.
After the concert refreshments were
served to the members of the cast and
THE SUMMARY.
100 yd. dash— W on by W ard, N . H .; those who had assisted in the presenta
2nd Ross, N . H .; 3rd W ood, R . I. Time tion.
10 3-5 sec.
220 yd. dash— W on by W ard, N . H .; g i r l s ’ g l e e c l u b e l e c t s
LEADER AND MANAGER.
2nd W ood, R . I.; 3rd Coleman, R. I.
Tim e 23 3-5 sec,
A t a meeting of the Girls’ Glee Club
440 yd. dash— W ard of N . H. and Greenhalgh of R . I. tied for first; 3rd D udley, held last W ednesday, M iss Julia A.
Roberts of Toledo, Ohio, was elected
N . H. T i ne 54 2-5 sec.
880 yd. run -W o n b y W entworth, leader for 1915-16 and Miss Nellie L.
N . H .; 2nd Greenhalgh, R . I . ; 3rd Clark, W hite of Enfield, N . H., manager.
N . H. Tim e 2 min, 5 see. (Record)
1 mile run - W o n by W hittemore, N . ECONOMICS CLUB ADDS THREE
NEW MEN TO MEMBERSHIP.
H ,; 2nd East nan, N . H .; 3rd Welles,
R . I. Tim e 5 min. 9 4-5 sec.
The membership of the Economies
2 mile run-—W on b y W hittemore,
N . H .; 2nd Sanborn of N . H. and Tew Club was increased last Tuesday, June
of R . I. tied. Tim e 10 min. 33 2-5 sec. 8, by the addition of C. C. B ond, R. H.
Parker, and F. W . W eston to its list of
(R ecord).
120 yd. hurdles— W on by Groves, members. This increases the number
N . H .; 2nd Nordquist. R . I.; 3rd Pettee, enrolled to ten.
N . H . Tim e 17 1-5 sec.
220 y d hurdles— W on b y Clarke, R.
Continued on page 4.

Cents

Prize Saber

Dura Prescott Crockett, ’16.

Bailey Prize

Whittemore, Stevens and Degnan W in Let
ters For First T i m e — Wentworth
Sets Record in M ile.

The track team wound up the season
Saturday, -June 5, b y administering
an overwhelming defeat to Rhode Island
in the annual dual meet. The result
was never at any time in doubt, and
after last event was over the score was
N . H. 78 2-3, R . I. 38 1-3. 11 of the 13
firsts were won by New Hampshire,
and it would have been 12, had not an
accident happened to a Blue and W hite
runner.
The meet started off with the winning
of the 100 by W ard, who also captured
the 220 and tied for first in the 440.
The quarter was a good race but it
came so near the other two dashes that
W ard could not display his best form.

Military Prizes.

Senior Prizes.

HAM PSHIRE H A S THINGS ITS
OWN W AY.

II OUT OF 13 FIRSTS WON.

P rice 5
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ATHLETIC ASS0C!AT!0N
ELECTS FOR COMING YEAR.
At a meeting of the Athletic Associa
tion held after chapel, Wednesday,June
2, the following officers for 1915-16
were elected: President, R. J. Bugbee;
Vice President, S. W . W entworth;
Secretary, W . H. Barr; Treasurer, W . T.
Tapley; Assistant Treasurer, V. A.
Perkins; M em ber of Executive Com 
mittee, H. A. Steele; Cheer Leader, L.
P, Philbrick; Assistant Cheer Leaders,
F. W . Fitch, E. A. W iggin; Auditors,
W . J. Nelson, A. T . Studd, J. D . Lary,
Jr.
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0 LIEUT. AND MFS. SUTHERLAND
AT HOME TO SENIOR 0FFICEFS.
1
0
Lieutenant and Mrs. S. J. Sutherland
32 2 6 24 11 9 gave a reception last Saturday evening
Totals
Earned runs: Exeter, 4; home runs, to the Senior officers of the battalion.
M cN am ara, Cleveland,
Fitzgibbon. The young ladies of the Senior class
First on balls, off N oyes, 4; off Com er- were also invited, and the home was
ford; off Bissell, 8. Struck out, by prettily decorated in blue and white.
N oyes, 6; by Com erford, 5; by Bissell, Refreshments of ices, cake and coffee,
were served b y the hostess and a most
High class motion pictures and vaude 7. Score, Exeter 8; N . H., 2. Umpire,
pleasant evening enjoyed b y all present.
Ryan. Tim e 2 hr. 10 min.
ville at the Lyric.
Totals
N ew Hampshire
Fernald, of, 2b
Cram, l b
Welsh, c
Brackett, 3b
Bissell, p
Blatchford, 2b
Russell, rf
Irvine, If, cf
Broderick, ss
Humiston, r f, If

37
ab
3
4
3
4
3
1
1
4
4
4

8
r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

10
bh
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
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0

W ith the commencement exercises at
10.30 this morning, 54 seniors received
the last solemn rites of graduation when
their diplomas were formally presented
to them in the college gymnasium. As
is customary, the day began with batta
lion parade and drill at 8.30, when the
prize saber and the individual drill
medals were given those won them last
M onday. Immediately after battalion
drill, the half-hundred solemn blackrobed seniors were escorted
from
Thompson Hall to the Gymnasium to
receive their degrees. The hall was
extremely well decorated with blue and
white bunting, and the stage was bank
ed with potted palms.
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS.
A t 10.30 the guests were assembled,
and the seniors, attired in caps and
gowns took their seats upon the plat
form. Several musical selections were
given and then followed the Com m ence
ment address delivered by Rabbi Ste
phen S. Wise, of N ew Y ork. His sub
ject was ‘ W hat The College M an Owes
His C ountry,” and his words were
fraught with peculiar meaning to those
who were about to take up the responsi
bilities
and duties of citizenship
throughout this country. R a bb i W ise
is an interesting and instructive speaker
and those w ho have been fortunate
enough to hear him here before, were
not disappointed in their expectations
on a worth while address.

DEGREES GIVEN.
A selection b y the orchestra was then
followed by the conferring of degrees
by President E. T. Fairchild. A look
of pride and satisfaction mingled with
sadness was evident upon the face of
each graduate as he received the covet
ed degree. After the announcement of
the prizes, each newly made alumnus
left the platform and received con 
gratulations from his proud and happy
friends and relatives who had watched
the exercises with eager faces from the
beginning.

RECEPTION IN HONOR OF MU
ALPHA BY MBS. FAIRCHILD.
Saturday afternoon, M rs. Fairchild
gave a reception in honor of M u Alpha
Chapter of Chi Omega at her home.
The receiving line consisted of the
patronesses of the chapter, M rs. Fair
child, M rs. Demeritt, M iss Black,
and Misses Plumer and Reed. The
guests were members of the different
fraternities, non-fraternity
organiza
tions and the faculty.
The reception parlors were beauti
fully decorated with cut flowers, and
palms.
An orchestra com posed of Miss
Bosch, M r. W eigel and M r. Ewart rend
ered music during the afternoon.

Dr. AND M rs . A. E. RICHARDS
ENTERTAIN BETA

PHI.

Last Friday evening the Beta Phi
Fraternity was entertained at an in
formal reception at the home of Dr.
and M rs. A. E. Richards. The evening
was made pleasant with music and
games and a collation was served.

RECEPTION TO DR. AND MRS.
A. E. RICHARDS BY BETA THI.
On Sunday evening, June 6th, the Be
ta Phi Fraternity gave a reception in
honor of D r. and M rs. A. E. Richards.
President and M rs. Fairchild were in at
tendance and witnessed the presenta
tion of a beautiful cut glass bow l to the
guests. Refreshments of punch, ice
cream, and cake were served.
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for the summer, that he has ceased, RECEPTION BY HOME
0% Nwu Ijampaljtre. for
the time being at least, to bear any
O f f ic ia l O r g a n
T he
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EDITORIALS.
A CHANGE.
E very year while the entering class is
young there is a great deal of struggle
and strife am ong the fraternities over
getting the new freshmen who look
good to them. From September until
the middle of October, or about five
weeks, is all the time allowed to look
over a class of a hundred and to pick
out from that hundred the few whom
each fraternity considers it would like
to count as brothers for a life time.
There always have been arguments
against the maintenance of such a short
rushing season. There are now better
arguments against it and with each suc
ceeding year the arguments grow strong
er. One of the strongest of these argu
ments is the fact that next year we
shall have a dorm itory in which the
living conditions will be attractive
enough so that no freshman need worry
about joining a fraternity for the sake
of a decent house to live in, or for the
sake of college men around him all the
time. As the college grows we get
more dormitories and the Commons,this
reason will becom e increasingly more
potent.
N ow is the tim e to adopt the change
which must com e finally, in order that
it ’s effects may not be so detrimental;
the change that other colleges where
there are fraternities have adopted; the
change which means that no man shall
join a fraternity until his sophomore
year.
N o man who is a thinking man b e 
lieves that the advantages of our rush
ing season outweigh or even balance
its disadvantages. The only argument
that such men put forth in their own
minds against making a change is that
it might be inexpedient and disastrous,
for the reason that during the changing
period one year would be a short year.
N ow , there is a way to obviate the
effects of such an event. This way
would require more time and conse
quently should be started all the sooner.
Begin b y lengthening the rushing sea
son, to mid-years, then a little more un
til finally the full year is allowed.
Our college has becom e too big a
thing and too much in the limelight of
public opinion for us to spoil the be
ginning of each year b y the senseless
rivalry of fraternities over one or two
freshmen; nor is it right for us to en
danger our college spirit b y the hard
feelings which such a rivalry entails.
Let us never forget that we are travel
ing the same road of growth followed
b y successful colleges since education
began, and that the faster we adopt
progressive ideas the faster our progress
will be.

responsibility to the college? Does he
think that he m ay go out for the sum
mer or for the years to come and do
everything and anything he will with
out reflecting credit or discredit upon
his alma mater?
D oes he think these things?— Then
let him turn about and think again.
For every word he says and for every
deed he does there is a credit or a dis
credit marked down in the minds of his
acquaintances on the score of New
Hampshire College.
A college is known by its works; its
works are the men it turns out; those
men we are. Then we must always
bear in m ind the fact of our wonderful,
it may even be said terrible opportunity
for advertisement.
W e are the ones who in the final
analysis make N ew Hampshire College.
W e are the kind of men she turns out.
It is for us to influence the kind of men
she takes in.
Wherever we go and whatever we do
this summer let us always remember
that by us our college is being judged,
and that b y our example young men are
going to be influenced in their choice of
a college or perhaps even in their de
cision as to whether they will enter any
college or not.
Let us talk, look and act like real
college men instead of like college boys.
Let us eat, sleep and drink; talk, write
and think N ew Hampshire College from
the time we leave until the time we come
back, and beyond. Let us com pel the
respect of boys so that they will say of
us: “ There is the man I desire to be
like,” and the respect of men so that
they will say: “ There is the kind of man
I desire m y son to be like.”
The best, the truest advertisement for
a college is the honest, up-right, think
ing man; and he who does not think he
is responsible for the production of one
such man is a failure.

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

The

Samples of W ork Done in the 2 4 Courses
in this Department Exhibited—
Refreshments Follow.

The department of Home Economics
gave a reception to its friends on Satur
day, June 5, and had on exhibition
samples of the work done in the de
partment this year.
There are about tw enty-four courses
given in this department by Prof. Helen
B. Thom pson and M iss Frieda Reiner,
her assistant, and the work shown was
done in some of the courses dealing with
the preparation of food and the making
of clothing. Visitors first saw the sew
ing room* round the walls of which on
dress forms were costumes made b y the
students. These garments were of all
sorts from light summer dresses to heavy
winter overcoats. Besides learning to
make their clothes, the students are
taught the fundamentals of dress de
signing.

FOODS EXHIBITED.

Torrington
Model “ K ”
Dirt hasn’t much|chance around a rug where one of
these Torrington Model “ K” cleaners is used. The
brush picks up the surface litter while at the same time
three strorg sucking bellows take up all the fine troddenin dirty dirt embedded in the nap.
The suction is equal to that In $30 to $60 electric
cleaners—-at a fraction of their first cost.
It is built and guaranteed by the makers of the
world famous “ NATIONAL” Carpet Sweepers. Price $7

E. Morrill FurnitureCo.

The second section of the exhibit was
in the college laboratory kitchen where
the tables were covered with the most
appetizing dishes, but for exhibition
Dover, N. H,
only. Each dish or group of dishes had
its printed card of explanation.
The work of food preparation, the
guides explained, means much more
than learning how to cook. The stud
ent learns how to cook, how to make up For good, wholesome exercise.
Special arrangements made for ladies and
menus which will furnish the maximum private parties. Daily prizes. Ice cold Tonics always on hand.
of nutrition and palatability for any
given cost, and also how to plan, prepare
and serve proper meals for victim s of
disease.
Some of the tables showed miscellan
eous food collections, each marked with
its nutritive value, so that the spectator
Dealers In
might make comparisons for himself.
Another exhibit gave for the average
adult man, a balanced breakfast, lunch
eon and dinner. It struck the average
A FfNAL WORD.
adult man who saw them that it was
little less than criminal not to allow
W ith this issue of the New H am p him to start on their consum ption then
shire, the managership of both the Busi and there.
ness D epartm ent and the News D e SPECIAL DIETS.
DURHAM, N. H.
partment changes hands. Less than a
Another table showed sample meals
year ago the paper was in a very serious for victim s of abnormal conditions.
condition financially— so serious, in One meal set out was for a patient suf
deed, that for a time the discontinuing fering from diabetes, another for an
of it seemed inevitable. Today the anaemic, another for a convalescent.
paper is on a firm business basis and the A t another table were a bundle of essays
future promises to make this still more written b y students on various subjects
Special Measurements Taken to Order.

VISIT THE IDEAL BOWLING ALLEYS,

T, W . SC H O O N M A K E R ^

COM PANY.

S. RUNLETT & COM PANY,

Groceries and Provisions,

Cigars, Cigarettes and Chocolates.

Special Suits, Coats and Millinery.

soIn the news department also there
have been difficulties to overcome, such
that the road did not seem always
smooth, bu t ever has the board striven
to uphold the policy of loyalty to New
Hampshire College and to give to its
readers full accounts of happenings
there.
W e have made mistakes— mistakes
which perhaps seemed careless and
foolish at the time, but these instead
of bringing thoughts of failure, brought
opportunities for improvement.
The board thanks all— and there are
m any— who have aided in making this
year a success, and especially are the
student members of the board grateful
to the tw o faculty members, M r. H. H.
Scudder and trofessor Charles E.
Hewitt. Their untiring effort in be
half of the paper has been an insp'ration to the rest.
Those who are retiring from the staff
this year, wish the best of success to
The New Hampshire in years to oome,
and may it ever grow bigger and better.

VAUGHN S. BLANCHARD.

bearing on foods and their preparation
Professor Thom pson and Miss Reiner,
assisted b y their students, received the
guests and acted as guides, and when
the visitors had viewed table after table
of delicious, bu t not-to-be-eaten food,
finally relieved the strain b y ushering
them into a third room where refresh
ments were served.

P. S. WARD ELECTED DELEGATE
TO FRATERNITY CONCLAVE.

Dover, N. H.

444 Central Avenue,

ORPHEUn THEATRE
Pictures

and

Paul S. W ard 1916 of Nashua, N . H.,
Opposite Post
has been elected delegate of the local
chapter of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity
W e Make a Specialty of
to the 20th Biennial Grand Conclave to
be held in San Francisco, Cal., July
21, 22, and 23. M r. W ard will leave
S T U D E N T S ’ CLO TH E S.
Boston July 15, travelling to Albany
where the New England party will be
joined b y the delegates from New York.
29-31 Broadway,
Dover, N. H.
At Chicago the party will be still further
augmented by the delegates from the
Pianos, Sewing Machines, Phonographs
chapter in the Southern and M iddle
PIANOS TO RENT
states. A t Kansas City the whole party
will take the Kappa Sigma special
Established 1873.
Incorporated 1904
train de luxe over the C. B. and Q. to
Teleph
Connection.
Denver. A stop over will be made there
New Hampshire.
and also at Colorado Springs, Salt Lake Dover,
C ity and Ogden, Utah. The party will
arrive in San Francisco, July 20th.
M r. W ard will be able to see the big
Panama Pacific Exposition as well as
Halftones, Line Cuts, Etc.
a host of other interesting places. He
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
will return by a different route.
Dover.
135 Sixth Street,

Cleaning and Pressing
Sussman’s Dye House,

T H E J. E. LOTHROP PIANO CO.

T oo much cannot be said of the work
of Vaughn S. Blanchard in coaching our
track team this year.
W hen a man takes a track team prac
tically the same as last year's and mes
merizes it so that seven records are
broken in one, five in two, and three in
three consecutive meets he is certainly
COLLEGE PRINTS BULLETINS
deserving of the highest commendation.
ON POPULAR SUBJECTS.
It stands as the biggest sorrow of our
1914-1915 athletic season, that we can
Extension press bulletins are being
not keep Blanchard another year.
printed by the college on “ Hom e Econ
om ics’ ’ b y M iss B. L. Bates, ‘ Orchard
An alumnus has suggested a scheme
Demonstrations’ ’ by C. L. Long, ‘ ‘Feed
whereby the alumni may help out the
ing and Growing Chickens” by Pro
financial standing of athletics here; an
fessor R. V. M itchell, and “ The Time
other has written comparing the spirit
T o Cut H a y ’ ’ b y Professor F. W . Taylor
of former days with that of today. It
is to be hoped that the blanket tax
m ay be adopted soon so that we may EXTENSION DEPARTMENT PFI NTS
also help ourselves.
FARM BUSINESS RECORD BOOK.

The Granite is here and we have at
last found who the prettiest girl is.
OUR ALMA MATER.
The book w ill stand as the most efficient
reminder of our life in Durham in the
D oes any man think that when the years to come'—that is, if we get one,
doors of this college close after him on and if we don’ t get one we may always
the 16’ th of this m onth, forever or only regret it.
i

LANGMAID’S,

A farm business record book prepared
under the supervision of M . C. W ilson
of W ashington, D . C., is being printed
b y the extension department. It will
be used in the farm efficiency survey
work which is being carried on in several
parts of the state.

Page Engraving Co.,

Telephone 362-W

F. P. MORRISON

Vaudeville

Office, Dover.

Fall Shoes

All the new style
shoes, at cut prices,
you can save money by buying here.
Come in and be convinced.

H A R R Y MELNICK
446 Centrel Ave.,

Dover, N. H ,

F. H. BURGESS,
Photographer.
All the New Styles.
Groups, Etc., Special Rates
for Class Work.
412 Central Ave.,
Dover
Views,

Dr. W. W. Hayes. Dr. E. A. Shorey.

D E N T IS T S
Strafford Banks B’ld’g.

Tel. 61-1

The work I have done for the dif
ferent fraternities has always pleased
HARRY

E.

HODGDON

P R IN T E R

JOBBING AND EXPRESSING
Teams at all trains.

501 Central Ave.,

Dover, N. H.

Private Hacking

RADNOR
The
American Agricultural
Chemical Company.
t2 State St.,

Boston, Mass.
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CREAM SEPARATORS
are used exclusively by

98 %

of the World's Creameries

TE N Y E A R S AG O T H E R E W E R E
a dozen different makes of creamery
or factory separators in use. Today
over 98 per cent of the w orld’s cream
eries use D e Laval Separators exclu
sively.
IT M EAISS A D IF F E R E N C E OF
several thousand dollars
a year
whether a D e Laval or some other
make of separator is used in a cream
ery.

E X A C T L Y T H E SA M E D IF F E R ences exist, on a smaller scale, in the
use of farm separators, Owing to the
fact, however, that most farm users
do not keep as accurate records as the

creamery man, or test their skim-milk
with the B abcock tester, they do not
appreciate just what the difference be
tween a good and a poor separator
means to them in dollars and cents.
N O W IF Y O U W E R E IN N E E D OF
legal advice, you would go to a lawyer.
If you were sick you would consult a
doctor. If you had the toothache,
you would call on a dentist. W hy?
Because these men are all specialists
in their line, and you rely upon their
judgment and skill.
W H E N IT C O M E S TO B U Y IN G A
separator why not profit by the ex
perience of the creameryman which
qualifies him to advise you correctly?
He knows which separator will give
you the best service and be the most
econom ical for you to buy. T h at’s
why 98 per cent of the w orld’s cream
eries and milk dealers use the De
Laval exclusively.
T H E R E C A N B E NO B E T T E R
recom mendation for the D e Laval
than the fact that the men who make
the separation of milk a business use
the D e Laval to the practical ex
clusion of all other makes of cream
separators.

A De Laval Catalog, to be had for the asking, will make plain
the many points of superiority of De Laval Cream Separators.

The De Laval Separator Company,
I65 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

29 E. MADISON ST., CHICAGO

N E W S Y ITEMS
OF THE ALUMNI.

MABEL E. LORD TEACHING
AT ERROL HIGH SCHOOL

Miss M abel E. Lord ’ 13 is teaching
in the J rrol Junior High School. Errol
is tw enty-tw o miles from Colebrook,
N . H., the nearest railroad station.
M iss Lord teaches geography, elemen
tary science, agronomy, spelling, bio
logy, horticulture, manual training
household appliances, and sewing. She
is also superintendent of the Errol
Sunday school.
James A. Tufts, ’ 14, was a recent
visitor to Durham and while here re
lated some of his interesting experiences
during the past few months. After
taking a special course at M . A. C., M r.
Tufts went to California where he took in
the great exposition. On his way he
stopped at Denver, Colorado, where a
N ew Hampshire reunion was held.
Those present at the reunion were C. F.
Whittem ore, ’ 11, Allen Leighton, ’ 12,
John C. M organ, ’ 13, H. N . Eastman,
’ 14, and James A. Tufts, ’ 14.
Arthur M . W ood, ’ 12, is at the present
tim e supervisor of M anual training of a
district in Massachusetts taking in the
following towns: Turner’s Falls, M on 
tague, M ontague C ity and M iller’ s
Falls. M r. W ood has his headquarters
at Turner’ s Falls.
James Byron Pettingill, ’ 12,
M iss M edora Evelyn Patten,
married in Manchester, April 19th.
and M rs. Pettingill are to make
home in Los Angeles, California.

and
were
M r.
their

The engagement of Miss M abel E.
Lord ’ 13 to M r. Jesse J. Sweatt of Errol
has been announced.

SCHEDULE OF PRICES DETERMINED
FOR ROOMS IN NEW DORMITORY.

Largest Job Printing Plant in Southern N.

H.

Estimates on all kinds of W ork

Also Publisher of Foster’ s Daily Democrat and Weekly Democrat
and Enquirer.

885-387 Central Ayenue,

Dover, N. H.

This paper was Monotyped at this office.

Come Down and Clean Us Out.
See If You Can D o It.
“ THE COLLEGE SHOP. ”

FOR HOT DAYS.
W e are showihg handsome new Jap Silk Waist*, Stripe Silk Waists
Crepe de Chene Waists and Lingerie Waists at only 98© each.
Hand
some White Japanese Silk, Tub Silk and all Silk Crepe de Chene
Waist at $1.98 each. White Tub Skirts 98e to $4.98 each. Palm
Beaek Blouses and Skirts only $1.98 each.

Byron F. Hayes,
Dover, N. H.

The Store that sells “ W ooltex.”

KAULA’S CANDY SHOP,

The schedule of prices for the rooms
in the new m en’s dormitory, now in the
process of erection, has been determined
and is posted as below. Each suite is
intended for tw o persons, and the rooms
are heated, lighted, and equipped with
the necessary furnishingsyexcept bed
ding.
Paym ent is to be made in advance in
two equal installments; one on the first
day of each semester.
Ground Floor.
4 Corner suites, $72 per person per
year; 3 Inside suites,$6§ per person
per year; 4 Single rooms, $70 per per
son per year.
M ain Floor.
2 Suites with toilet, $90 per person
per year; 6 Corner suites, $75 per per
son per year; 5 Inside Suites, $70 per
person per year; 2 Single rooms., $72
per person per year.
Second Floor.
6 Corner suites, $75 per person per
year; 8 Inside suites, $70 per person
per year; 2 Single rooms, $72 per
person per year.
Third Floor
4 Corner suites, $70 per person per
year; 10 Inside suites, $65 per person
per year; 2 Single rooms, $70 per
person per year.

352 CENTRAL AYE., DOYER, N. H.
Home Made Confectionery Made Daily.
Ices. Delieious Hot Coffee. Ice Cream.

Fine Chocolates. College GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD
AIDS EXTENSION

Spring and Summer Clothing
The most important factor in the matter ®f dress is the FEEL
ING that your clothes are up to date, that they are properly tailored
Style is also a most important element in a spring suit—the Spring
Suit is more closely observed than tiiat of any other season.

Adler-Rochester
Suits always look well— they always hold their shape. |They com
bine style, beautiful tailoring, perfect fitting and l©ng wear— that’s
why they excell. And they are distinct and individual.
Today is
the day to make your selection— the assortment is now eoaaplete.

PRANK W . HANSON,
486-488 Central Avenue,

Doyer, N. H.

Only Three Records Not Broken— Sixteen
Men W in Their N. B —Eight of Them
For the First Time.

The track season of 1915 is ended and,

Reunion of Alumni at Denver, Col.— A . S. although two meets were lost, it can be
W ood, ’ 1 2 , Supervisor of Manual—Mar
called a very successful season. T oo
riage of J. A . Pettingill
much credit cannot be given to Coach

50,000 Branches and Local Agencies the W orld Over.

GEO. J. FOSTER £r» CO., Printers and Publishers

BLANCHARD DEVELOPS
RECORD BREAKING TEAM

Blanchard who started the beginning of
the season with a mediocre assortment
o f men and has gradually developed
them into a well balanced team which
would show up creditably anywhere.
Starting in without the least knowledge
of the abilities of the different candi
dates M r. Blanchard has shown ad
mirable tact and judgment in selecting
the men and placing them in the various
events.
That the track team is far better
than usual is attested by the fact that
every record with the exception of three
has been broken this season.
Sixteen men have won their N . H.
this season, eight winning it for the
first time. The following are the wear
ers, the last eight being those who are
wearing the letters for the first tim e:
Pettee,
Rollins,
Huse,
Bugbee,
Hurd, W ard, W entworth, Sanborn,
Brill, W hittemore, Groves, Sanders,
Ross, Eastman, Stevens and Degnan.
The records as they stand now are as
follows:
100 yd. da^h, 10 1-5 sec., P. S. W ard,
’ 16, 1915. 220 yd. dash, 22 3-5 sec.,
P. S. W ard, ’ 16, 1915. 440 yd., dash,
43 sec., P. S. W ard, ’ 16, 1914. 880
yd. run, 2 min., 5 sec., S. W . W ent
worth, ’ 17, 1915, 1 mile run, 4 min.
57 3-5 sec., A. B. W hittemore, ’ 17, 1915.
2 mile run, 10 min., 33 2-5 sec., A. B.
W hittem ore, ’ 17, 1915. 120 yd. hur
dles, 17 1-5 sec., C. A. Reed, ’ 15, 1912.
220 yd. hurdles, 27 4-5 sec., R. S.
Groves, Spec.
1915.
Broad jump.
21 feet 4 ]4 inches, C. W . Davis, ’ 15,
1914. High jum p, 5 feet, 6 3-4 inches,
J. H. Rollins, ’ 17, 1915. Pole vault,
10 feet, 8 inches, M . H. Brill, ’ 18, 1915.
Shot put, 35 feet 10 1-2 inches, R . J.
Bugbee, ’ 16, 1915. Hammer throw,
116 feet, 8 3-4 inches, R. W . Huse, ’ 18,
1915.

Y)u never

!!/ see a tame,

dull-looking
G O Y E R . h a tlook at this <Springi
models ! ~ —

Ham The Hatter

You know when
you start that it
isn’t going to balk or
quit on you. It’s going to
write right along smoothly and
evenly and not keep you watch
ing it to see that it’s doing its
work. Starts at a touch — and
can’t leak ’cause it shuts up bot
tle-tight. 127 styles $2.50 up.
F o r S ale at C o l l e g e
Bookstores and all
Dealers

SERIES OF LATE FROSTS
PLAY HAVOC WITH CROPS
The temperatures for the last week
in M a y dropped below the freezing
point on several mornings causing some
damage here as well as in other parts
of N ew England. On Wednesday,
M ay 26, the early morning record show
ed a temperature of 33 followed on
Thursday by a rise to 44 . About
midnight Friday an interesting phen
omenon took place when the tempera
ture dropped and rose 10 degrees in two
hours, and then fell to 31.
On Sunday
M ay 30, a descent to a point of below
28 was registered.

PHENOMENAL YEARS.
Ordinarily the last killing frost occurs
about M a y 20, but this year and last
were exceptions to the rule. The 30th
of M ay 1914, the temperature dropped
to 28 and on the following night to 29
but this condition is unusual.

AMERICAN F O U N T A IN PEN C O .
Adams, Cushing &c Foster, SelPrag Ag&nH
O O O D esron sh im

Por-tors* Mass©

JACOB REED’S SONS,
of Philadelphia are the largest man
ufacturers of College Uniforms in the
United States, and have won and
maintain the business by sheer force
of merit.

The Uniform* worn at New
Hampshire College are Finished
Examples of our product.

Jacob Reed’s Sons
Makers of

INJURY TO CROPS.

“GOLD MEDAL
UNIFORMS”

In Massachusetts, be 'ides the damage
done to the truck crops, all the cran
berries except in the flooded bogs were
badly injured. Around Durham, beans,
tomatoes, and ferns b y the wayside were
nipped. Apples were injured and straw
berries in blossom killed. In the Black
1424-1426 Chestnut S t.,
Swamp field some of the clover was
SERVICE. frozen, but the college lost no corn or
beans, as these had not come up.

Philadelphia,

Get Your College Printing at

The General Education Board at New
Y ork has renewed its appropriation
of $10,000 for N ew Hampshire, to be
Black Box M ystery every Wec’ i r s used in conducting farm demonstrations day end Thursday at the Lyric.
110 Washington St., Dover, N. H
and for b oys’ and girls’ club work. A t
present dairy demonstration work is
going on in Grafton county, soil fertility
work in Rockingham county, and or
Boston, Mass.
chard demonstration work in Hillsboro Huntington Ave., Exeter and Blagden Sts.,
county. B oys’ and girls’ clubs in M erri
Headquarters tor College Men W hen in the City.
mack, Hillsboro, Rockingham and Ches
AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Proprietor.
hire counties at present have a member
ship of nearly 1,000.

The Marshall Press,

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL

PROMINENT FORESTERS MEET
AT COLLEGE FOR CONFERENCE.
P. W . Ayres, forester for the Society
for the Protection of N ew Hampshire
Forests, and E. C. Hirst, state forester,
were in Durham June 7th, to confer
with D irector Kendall, Professor Fos
ter and M r. A b bott, as to ways in which
the extension service and department
of forestry of the college might co-op
erate with the state in its forestry work.

-Strafford National BankDOYER. N. H.

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Asso
ciation Money Orders for Sale.

10 PER

CENT OFF

TO STUDENTS.

Good Shoes for college men are Hurley, Emerson, ^Curtis, and
W. L. Dougla«.

ROBERTS B R O TH ER S,
S44 Central Ayenue,

DOVER,N H.
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THE BETTER WAY

Everything for gomnKncemcnt.
Clothing,
Shoes,
Hats and
Furnishings
If too busy to come over
phone 230 and we will send a
man with the goods.

LOTHROPS F A R IS IH A M C O .,

A worthy acknowledgment of the bet
ter way to do dairy cleaning is found in
the recognition given

by D airy Colleges and Dairy Authori
ties.
Almost to the man, State Dairy Au
thorities and Inspectors advise the use
of this special dairy cleaner.
The better way, made possible by
the sanitary cleaning ingredients of
W yandotte
D airym an’s
Cleaner
and
Cleanser,
meets
the
ap
proval of 85 percent of all butter and
cheesemakers. Hundreds of dairymen,
milk dealers, and creamery patrons
likewise approve of the beter way for
they too, depend upon “ W yandotte”
for their dairy cleanliness.
If you are not acquainted with the
better way, why not ask your Indian
Circle dealer or write your supply man
for W yandotte Dairym an's Cleaner and
Cleanser. They will gladly supply you
with the understanding that it will
prove to be all that is claimed for it.
Otherwise the trial will cost you noth
ing.
INDIAN IN CIRCLE

DOVER, N. H.

ROCHESTER, N. H .

n w a ia M M i
2 YEAR ENGINEERING
Brown Auto and Supply Co.,
BULLETIN READY.

Tel. 52-3,

F. R. BROWN, Prop*

High Grade Supplies. Ford R e
pairing by a ford HLxpert.
FARM INGTON,

N. H

GEORGE N . C O O K ,
(Successor to Fred H. Foss)

-Fine Stationery.Special for N. H. College.
Doyer,
New Hampshire
Compliments of

Brackett’s Lunch,
Confectionery, Tobacco, Cigars and
Ice Cream.
Durham, N . H .

GEORGE W . M E R R IL L

Confectioner.
Strafford Bank Building,

LEIGHTON’S

Dover

CAFE!

Try Our
Special Sunday Dinner.

Leighton’s Barber Shop.
N© waife in his shop a* he always
has chairs enough t® accommodate
the crowd.

Courses Last W hole of College Y ear'
One in Industrial Electricity and
in Mechanics.

The special catalogue bulletin on the
new tw o-year courses in engineering
has been made up and will be in the
hands of the publishers very shortly.
The calendar for this course will be
identical with that of the four year
courses. That is, the two-year engin
eering students will have classes as long
as the four-year men do instead of clos
ing the college year in M ay with the
agricultural tw o year men. There will
be two courses of study offered: one in
industrial electricity, and one in indus
trial mechanics. The bulletin gives the
requirements for entrance, a list of the
studies required in each course for each
semester of the two years, and a de
tailed description of the ground cover
ed and work taken up in each subject.
The first year will include instruction
in the industrial application of electric
ity, in industrial physics, in applied
mechanics, in mechanical drawing, in
shop work, in jjractial mathematics,
in English, in military science and drill,
and in the study of American citizen
ship.
The second year course of study w ill
include instruction in the industrial ap
plication of electricity, in electric con
trolling devices, in electrical design,
in shop work, in power plant design,
in business economics, in military science
and drill, and in sanitation and hy
giene, for self, home and shop.

NOTICE.

Attention is called to the fact that
a bulletin of changes in the schedule
M IS S F. A . JE PSO N , in Thompson Hall, is kept on the lower
right hand corner of the board. The
M ILLIN E R Y AND
changes to date are as follows:
ART NEEDLEWORK.
Botany 55 from Saturday at 11 to
Full line of Royal Society, Persianna Saturday at 9.
and D. M. C.
Odd Fellows Building.
Zoology 57 from Tuesday at 1.30 to
97 Washington St.,
Dover. Saturday at 11.
Zoology 63 from Saturday at 9 to
Saturday at 10.
Chemistry 67 from Saturday at 9
R o o m s to R en t.
to Tuesday at 10.
Fifty of the finest in New Hampshire— Hot
and cold water in each ‘room. Five bath rooms,
dlectrie lights, steam heat. Telephone. 50c, 75c,
$1.00 per day.
CARR GHAMBERS,
124 Washington Street, Opposite P. O.
Doyer, N. H.

■Holeproof StockingsGuaranteed for Six Months.

SIX PAIRS!!F0R1$I.50.

W. S. EDGERLY,
Durham,

NOTICE.
Extra numbers of this issue may be
obtained at “ The College Shop.”

ANNOUNCEMENT OF ENGAGEMENT
OF F0FMER N. H. FOOTBALL COACH.

The engagement of ‘ T o d ” Eberle,
popular football coach at N ew Ham p Score of 7 8 2 -3 to 3 8 1-3 Inspires Fresh
men to Build Bonfire— Speeches Made
shire in 1912-13-14, to M iss N an OffenCollege Songs Sung During Blaze
lander of Swathmore, has been recently
announced.
la s t week Saturday night was a
momentous occasion in Diirham, es
F. W. TAYLOR INSPECTS ALFALFA
LOTS IN’ fOCKINGHAM COUNTY. pecially for the Freshmen, for it was the
first tim e this year that, they bad been
Professor F. W . Taylor made a round called upon to celebrate a great athletic
during the past week of the alfalfa lots victory b y building a bon fire.
Soon after the meet the president of
which were sowed last fall in co-operation with the college thru-out R ocking the class began to muster his forces, and
before supper time a beginning was
ham County.
Saturday he went to Belm ont to made on the top of bonfire hill, near the
attend a field meeting held at the farm library. Freshmen were detailed by
of M r. W ilbur M udgett, who has a very twos to ring “ T ” Hall bell, and from
six o ’clock until after eight the bell was
encouraging stand of alfalfa.
rung continuously.
Horses were not to be had but Fresh
STUDENT C0UNC L PF.EPATES F0f
COMING YEAR AT MEETING. men were, in plenty, and so after digging
up a rickety old wagon, they manned
On Friday afternoon, June 4, the the shafts and the search for com bus
last meeting this year of the Student tibles started in earnest. It did not
Council was held in Thompson Hall. take long to find these, as most any
All the Juniors who had at that time thing could be used.
been elected to the Council for next EXIT TTAMP.
year were present. Plans were dis
Old oil barrels, crates, boxes, boards,
cussed for th§ coming year and tem
shacks, railroad ties,all were requisition
porary officers were elected. The regu
ed by the vandals. As an example of
lar election will be held the first of next
the extent to which the Freshmen went
year, at which time the Council will
to get material, a knight of the road
be completed by the election of two
found his hotel pulled down about his
representatives from the non-fraternity
ears. In other words, a tramp was un
men.
ceremoniously ejected from an old shack
The members elected to date are
by the railroad, which was needed for
G. T. Studd, H. A. Steele, G . W . Chase,
fuel and only escaped b y taking to his
E. F. Swett, J. A. Sullivan and W . J.
heels.
Nelson.
Of course there was a dumm y on the
The tem porary officers elected were
top of the fire. The materials for this
president, G. T. Studd and secretary
were purloined from a Freshman who
W . J. Nelson.
thought it was his duty to go to D over,
rather than to stay in Durham and as
DR. A. E. RICHARDS MAKES GIFT
sist in the work.
TO GIRLS’ COUNCIL.
A t quarter of nine ,the pile was com 
pleted and well soaked with oil. Presi
A t the meeting of the Girls’ Council
dent Fairchild was asked to light the
last W ednesday noon, it was announced
fire and just as the clock struck nine, he
that Dr. A. E. Richards had given the
touched the match to the pile. The
Council $122. The m oney was part
flame spread rapidly, the light and heat
of the debt owed to Dr. Richards for
were intense and as the crowd retreated
the song books, but he generously con
down the slope, all of the campus was
tributed it to the girls.
lighted up as bright as day.
SWEEPING VICTORY.
Concluded from page 1
I.; 2nd Nordquist, R . I.; 3rd Hewey,
N . H. Time 29 4-5 sec.
16 pound shot put— W on b y Palmer,
R. I.; 2nd Wadleigh, N . H .; 3rd Bugbee
N . H. and Brill, N . H. tied. Distance
38 feet, 10 inches.

16 pound hammer th ro w —W on by
PI ALPHA PHI SORORITY
GIVES TEA AT SMITH HALL Huse, N . H .; 2nd Palmer, R . I.; 3rd
The Pi Alpha Phi Sorority enter
tained a number of the faculty ladies
at a tea in Smith Hall last Thursday
afternoon. Am ong the guests were
M rs. Laton, Mrs. Ritzman, M rs. San
ders, Mrs. Richards and Mrs. Ladd.
A pleasant afternoon was passed.

Black Box Mystery every Wednesday
New Hampshire. and Thursday at the Lyric.

VICTORY IN TRACK MEET
CELEBRATED BY BON FIRE

Bugbee, N . H. Distance 115.5 feet.
Pole vault— W on by Brill, N . H .;
2nd Hurd, N . H. and Sanders N . H.
tied. Height 9 feet, 11 1-2 inches.
High jump'— W on b y Stevens, N . H .;
2nd Pettee, Rollins of N. H. and Redford of R. I. tied. Height 5 feet 5 1-2
inches.
Broad jum p— W on by Degnan, N, H.
2nd Strand R. L ; 3rd Bugbee, N. H.
D istance 20 feet 7 inches.

IN EVERY PACKAGE.

THE J. B. FORD COMPANY'
SOLE MFRS.

Wyandotte, Mich.
Made in the U. S. A,
This Cleaner has been awarded the
highest prize wherever exhibited. Wf
come to the "Wyandotte Booth" Pan
ma Pacific International Exposition,
Agricultural Bldg., B lock 6, Cor. Ave.
A.& 3rd. St.
TELEPHONE 577-M.

CHARLES f. WHITEHOUSE,
Fin® Joh
and Book

PRINTING.

Booklets, Catalogues and Commercial Work.

1 Waldron St.,

Dover

BSTABL SHED 184.6

Cream “ Dairy Products
General Offices and Chemical and
Bacteriological Laboratory,

494 Rutherford Ave.,

Boston

The Largest Independent Dairy
Co. in New England.

THE COMPANY WITH THE PYRAMID

CHEEPS AND SPEECHES.
Then individual cheers were given
and speeches were called for. Lieuten
ant S. J. Sutherland said that he looked
for greater successes from N ew H am p
shire in the future and Presidetit/ Fairchild spoke of the prospects and oppor
tunities of the coming year. P. S.
W ard, manager A. J. Grant, A. B.
W hittemore, and R. S. Groves were also
called on for speeches.
After the speeches, more individual
cheers were given, and the affair closed
with the singing of college songs and
Alma M ater.

New Ham pshire /■

3,303.5

±

F ir e In s u r a n c e C o .
1,257, 058.23
5. 1 9 6, 0 17 .4 6

. ,725, 800.34
6, 0 9 7 , 8 8 7 .

6.250.526.89

1,4 0 8 , 6 8 1 . 5-4
1.5 1 0 ,0 6 -4 . 23

1,578,330 82
1,6 5 4 , 504.81

1,70 3,433.67

TOTAL LIABILITIES $2,797,093.22
POLICY HOLDERS SURPLUS $3,453,433.67

1916 GRANITE Is Out
The Largest and Best Granite Yet Published.
$3.00 Each of L. A. HAWKINS, Business Manager.
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EVERYTAING READY FOR
SENIOR PROMENADE

Senior Class 1915, Hlew Hampshire.

Last Social Event Graduating Class Brings
Commencement W eek to Close—Junior
Class Furnishes A ids.

The Senior Promenade, the last social
event of the class of 1915, will be held in
the gymnasium this W ednesday evening.
It promises to be the most elaborate
and successf ul of the many social func
tions of the graduating class. The
patrons and patronesses of the prom e
nade are the President and M rs. Fair
child, Dean Thom pson and Lieutenant
and M rs. Sutherland. The music will
be furnished by the Crescent Singing
Orchestra of Nashua. The aids, mem
bers of the junior class with one excep
tion are the follow ing; R . J. Bugbee,
W . H. Barr, G. T. Studd, G. W . Chase,
C. S. Pettee and N . J. Harriman.
The decoration of the gymnasium
is to be under the able direction of Pro
fessor Fisher and M r. Frank W ilson.

NEW POINT OF DIFFERENCE.

BACCALAUREATE SERMON
SUNDAY MORNING
Professor George Foot M oore, D. D. of
Harvard College Delivers T a l k Special Music.

Esther Gladys M cK one,
Earl Roger M ontgom ery,
Armand Leigh M urdoch,
M ary Frances M urphy,
M arion Edgerly Nash,
Benjamin Gilbert Odiorne,
Walter Francis Parker,
Carl Gustav Paulson,
Helen W aldron Plumer,
Nellie Guild Poland,
Clinton Arthur Reed,
Clifford Augustus Sawyer,
Irving Chellis Story,
W alter W hittier Swett,
John Fawdrey Thompson,
Lena Venice W aldron,
Earle Elwin W atson
Russell Hamilton Welsh,

Sherburne Hilliard Fogg,
Albert W illiam Gamash,
John Ingraham Garside,
John Leo Grady,
Arnold Jay Grant,
Ray Edward Haines,
H enry Olaf Halvorsen,
James Francis H obbs, Jr.
Alice Joanna Hoitt,
Caroline Elizabeth H oitt,
Anna M orse Hopkins,
Everett Kelley Jenkins,
Yuling George K ey,
Roland Hugh Kinder,
^Richard Adams Knight,
Lester Libbey Langley,
Glenn M oore Loomis,
Arthur Orcutt M cCartney,

Arnold Eastman Bartlett,
W illiam Sanborn Bartlett
Raym ond Jackson Bean,
Jack Bonardi,
Raym ond Charles Bowden,
M ario James Broggini,
Forrest Dinsmore Bronson,
Leon Frank Brown,
Ralph Elbert Came,
Byron Humphrey Clark,
Paul Edward Corriveau,
Leland W hitney Crafts,
Charles W esley Davis,
R a y m o n d ' Edson Dearth,
True Page Dustin,
John Spalding Elliott
H arry Lothrop Farnham,
Brackett Britton Fernald,

menace to faith. The direct simplicity
of his words appealed to everyone—
his intensity made itself felt. As Con
fucius, one of the greatest teachers of all
the ages, refused to instruct a student
unless he could grasp three-fourths of
the meaning when one fourth had been
explained, as Professor M oore left it
to the intelligence of his hearers to
complete and fill in the ideas which he
outlined. His parting advice to the
graduates was: ‘ ‘ Go on thinking.’ ’ The
deep attention which the whole ser
mon commanded spoke volumes for its
sincerity and effect.
The singing, too, was unusually good,
especially the solos b y M r. William
N ye of Keene, N . H. T o the choir, al
so, is due unstinted praise. The entire
program received its meed of apprecia
tion and the service was one that will
not soon be forgotten.

A t 10.45 A. M . on Sunday last the
annual Baccalaureate service was held
in the college gymnasium. The gym
was beautifully decorated 'with the col
lege colors while palms and ferns added
to the artistic effect.
The Seniors, escorted b y the batta
lion, marched in and took the front
seats which were reserved for them.
The remaining seats were devoted to
relatives, friends and undergraduates.
The program was very attractively
arranged and was received with well
merited interest. Frof. George Foot ORDER OF WORSHIP.
M oore, D . D. of Harvard University,
Call to W orship
delivered the sermon which held the at
Invocation
tention of the audience from the very
Responsive Feading
start. He took as his te^t, ‘ ‘ V\ hen I
Gloria
was a child, I spoke as a child, I felt as
Hymn 3
a child, I thought as a child,” and in Solo, “ The lo r d Is M y lig h t ,” Alliston
clear forceful woods developed the
M r. y\ illiam W . N ye.
thought. He dwelt on the difference
Scripture I esson
between the mind of a man and the
Anthem, ‘ ‘Te Deum Laudamus,’ ’
Schnecker
mind of a child, the growth of ideas, the
putting away of the old conceptions of
Choir
religion, though not religion itself, and
Pastoral Frayer
the acceptance of the new. He spoke
Anthem, “ Great and M arvelous,’ ’
Turner
of the incom potability of modern
thought and religion, of the danger and
Choir

H ym n 228
Sermon,
Prof. George Foot M oore, D, D .
Harvard University
“ Solo “ The W ay Of Peace,” Lloyd
M r. William W . N ye
Benediction
Postlude

APPLY MORAL STANDARD
TO OUR EXAMINATIONS.
W h y not apply the ordinary moral
standard to examinations. One who
cheats deserves to be ostracized by
his fellows. There is nothing cute about
cheating. It
indicates
an
em p ty
head and a fla bby sense of right and
wrong.— The D aily Nebraskan.

J. F. HOBBS JR., GLASS TREASURER

HI. 1H.
Cram, lb
Fernald, cf
M eserve, utility
Irvine, If
Brackett, 3b
W elch, c
Bissell, p and rf
Humiston, p and rf
Broderick, ss
Blatchford, utility
Hazen, 2b
Russell, utility
M orrill, utility
Atkins
Cann, utility

Q. Baseball averages
g ab
19 72
19 75
7 20
14 43
19 72
19 70
19 73
15 50
19 72
14 26
9 30
3 6
2 2
1 2
1 1

r
6
10
3
7
12
12
7

5
10
4
6
0
0
0
0

h 3b 3b hr
26 3 2 0
25 1 1 0
6 0 1 0
11 0 1 0
17 4 2 0
15 6 0 0
14 2 0 0
9 0 0 0
12 1 0 0
6 2 0 0
5 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

field
bat.
a e ave
sh sb ave. po
2 5 .361 159 8 9 .903
4 8 .333 36 2 6 .888
3 0 3 .500
0 0 .300
0 3 .258 17 3 3 .869
1 3 .239 38 27 9 .891
0 5 .214 128 27 3 .981
9 37 7 .867
0 0 .191
2 2 .180 15 15 3 .909
1 1 .167 38 40 16 .829
0 3 .166 28 16 11 .800
1 2 .166 11 11 7 .758
1 3 4 .500
1 0 .166
0 0 1 .000
0 0 .000
0 0 0 .000
0 0 .000
0 1 0 .000
0 0 .000

FAILURE.
Failure’s just a resting place
On the road to T ry Again,
Just a slackening of the pace
And a pause for sturdy men;
Just a temporary halt
On the march to wealth and fame,
Where you can correct the fault
And go on to play the game.
Failure’s not a thing to dread
It is just a hint to you
Ere you dash too far ahead
T o be careful what you do.
It’s the sidetrack where you wait
For the passing fast express;
Get up steam! The run is straight
Out of Failure to Success.
— D etroit Free Press.

It was over, then— the dream. The
wife rose unsteadily and put on her hat.
She was weary— weary to the bone,of
it all— his threats, his unm anly evasions,
his weak, despicable subterfuges.
B u i her eyes were resolute.
“ It’s no use, H enry,” she said bit
terly. “ I am going.”
A t the door she paused— paused with
set lips and unpitying eyes, while he
poured forth a husband’s soul in one
last anguished appeal.
“ Think of m e!” he cried desperately,
“ Think of your father and mine!
Think of our son— ’ ’
“ I t ’s no use, H enry,” she repeated
wearily, as the door closed, “ I shall
vote the straight Progressive.” — Judge.

GENTLE HINT.

W ill and M ary had been busy court
ing for over two years, meeting every
night in Hope street, Glasgow. About
a fortnight ago, W ill, in parting with
his beloved, made the usual remark:
“ 1 11 meet ye in Hope St. tom orrow
night. M ind and be punctual.”
‘ Deed, aye, W ill, lad,’ ’ replied M eg,
with a merry twinkle in hesr eye. “ W e
have met noe a lang time in H ope st.
an’ I was jist thinkin’ it was high time
PfOFESSOB OF JOUrNALISM
DISCUSSES NEWSPAPER ENGLISH. we were shiftin’ orr trystin’ place a
street farther along. W hit wad ye say
The thing which most interests me to Union st? ’-— Tit-Bits.
of all those you have brought to my
attention is the assertion about ‘ the
LARGEST RESEARCH LAB. IN U. S.
very limited vocabulary of those who
have been receiving systematic instruc
M ellon Institute, a part of the Uni
tion for a number of years and who are versity of Pittsburg, has its own en
popularly supposed to have been led
dowment. It now occupies its new
to read at least some of the great masters home, the most modern and largest re
of English style” . Personally I cannot search laboratory in the United States.
help feeling that if some good daily
The proposed installation of the honor
newspaper had been substituted for system is causing much agitation at the
some cf these ‘ great masters of English University of Pittsburg.
style’ ’ the English of our students
would be better.- W hatever faults
Fraternity members at Dartm outh
the academic and pedantic critic may
attribute to newspaper English, the and Amherst are boarding at the com 
fact still remains that it is almost in mons so as to get some of the more inti
variably clear and usually forcible. mate side of college life.
On the other hand, even the great
est master of the English tongue has
fifty-seven varieties of interpretations
of lhs words. If yon doubt the truth
of such an assertion, consult the an
notated editions of his works. Teachers
of English in the high schools- especial
ly in the west where the newspaper has
been more extensively used as a text
book in the classroom- freely admit
that students who have studied news
papers do better work when they write
an essay upon some such topic as ‘ The
Real Purpose of In M em oriam ” or
* The Insanity of Hamlet ’ .
I firm ly
believe the time is coming when the
daily newspaper will be studied in the
schools. W hen it is, students will
write better English, for then we shall
W. S, BARTLETT, CLASS MARSHAL
have a bridge leading directly from
nursery rhymes and children s stories
over to those English classics which,
H YM N .
under the new condition, will be not only
read, but also studied with pleasure.-New Hampshire, Alma Mater,
James M e h in Lee, professor of jour
All hail! All hail to thee!
nalism in N ew Y ork university.
Behind thee tower the mountains,
Before thee roars the sea.
FREE TREATMENT PROVIDED.
T h y sons and daughters ever
T hy praises loud shall sing,
New Hampshire, Alma M ater,
The Trustees of Penn. State recently
A ccept an offering.
created the position of college physician.
Separate apartments have been provid
W e love thee, old New Hampshire,
ed where all students shall have the
And, to the W hite and Blue
privilege of free treatment.
W here’er our work shall call us
W e always will be true.
Penn. State, Franklin and Marshall, W e’ll ever guard thy honor
Swarthmore, and Dickinson com pose the
Bright shall thy mem ory be,
Penna. Inter-collegiate D ebating Lea New Hampshire, Alma Mater,
All hail! All hail to thee!
gue.
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ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

CLASS WILL

BY R. E. CAME.

BY E. P. MONTGOMERY.

M r. President, M embers of the Faculty,
Parents of the Graduating Class,
Friends:
Tom orrow N ew Hampshire College
will put forth another class into the
world, the class of 1915. Today we
have met to greet you, our friends re
gale you with experiences of our college
life, and welcom e you to our last exer
cises as undergraduates of New Hamp
shire College.

RALPH CAME, CLASS PRESIDENT

M em bers of the faculty and under
graduates; we greet you for the last
time. For four years now we have
worked and striven together, and it is
our hope that in the years to com e you
m ay derive as much pleasure from our
experiences and associations as we have
ourselves.
W e welcome you, parents, you whose
untiring efforts and ceaseless sacrifices
have made this event in our lives possi
ble, whose all has been given to us with
the hope that the future will return to
you the satisfaction of an investment
well placed. T oday is yours; may it
prove a day of pleasure and jo y to you.
In behalf of the class of 1915, I wel
com e yoii to our exercises.
A dramatic Club has been formed b y
the principals of “ M ice and M en ” .
M eetings are to be held every other
Thursday night. The services of a
professional coach will be secured, and
it is expected that, beside staging several
plays here in Durham, the club will
make a trip with some good play.
Everyone connected with the college
is eligible for membership.

OFFICERS.
The officers elected for the com ing
year are M rs. A. R. M organ, president;
R. C. Graham, business manager; Miss
B. L. Fall, secretary; and E. S. Ross,
assistant business manager.

K now all men (and women) b y these
presents that, the Class of 1915 being
declared b y the Committee to be of
sound mind and m em ory does make,
declare and publish this, its last will
and testament, in the manner following,
that, is to say, to w it:
First, In view of the fact that, after
being stuck five dollars for our paper
sheepskins and held up by the class
treasurer for five more, our material
wealth consists solely of our caps and
gowns, and, as the same are not essential
to our future welfare, we do hereby
give, grant, devise and bequeath them
to the Junior class at the rate of ten
dollars per each; with the exception of
James Francis H obbs Jr., who waives
paym ent on his, which is transferred to
a certain Junioress in consideration
of a bond. It, has been rumored that it
is the holy bonds of wedlock.
Second. Desiring to break things
easy to the folks respecting the peculiar
requirements for a degree here, and also
being inspired b y a m otive of altruism
in wishing to aid the Agronom y depart
ment, we do hereby transfer to Pa
T aylor all the tobacco we have on hand
at the present writing.
Third. That Gus Paulsen and T. P.
Dustin having stayed here an extra year
have perfected a wonderful mechanical
appliance whereby other classes will not
have to be suspended when Hewitt
gives a lecture. This great machine
with its patent rights they leave un
conditionally to the college.
Fourth. M iss Caroline H oitt con
tributes her brown Ford to the Home
Econom ics department, it being the
only department in College not having
one, with the provision that it be treated
kindly.
Fifth. B yron M . Clark offers his
military uniform complete with cap,
gloves, collar and shoes to the College
M useum provided the proper facilities
are made for its preservation.
Sixth. Through information received
by the new detective at the Business
office we learn that Scotty's supply of
waste paper is becoming seriously de
pleted and on this account we do hereby
grant, convey and bequeath to him all
our old paper, notebooks etc., that his
lectures m ay be continued and students
in his classes may get their proper
amount of sleep.

760 pounds of magazines was express
ed by the College Christian Associa
tion to the Boston Seaman's Friend
Association last Tuesday. These will
be distributed in small lots am ong the
sailors.

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING IS
RECOGNIZED BY FACULTY.
The faculty of the University of
M aine has, to a certain extent, recogniz
ed simplified spelling. A list of sug
gestions has been submitted to members
of the faculty. The rules tentatively
advanced are as follows:
1. “ Adopt, for use in the official pub
lications and correspondence of your in
stitution, the simpler and shorter of
alternative spellings authorized b y what
ever dictionary (or dictonaries) your in
stitution follows as its authority. This
will mean using center, not centre ;color,
not colour; gram, not gramme; lice se,
not licence; maneuver, not maneouvre
medieval, not mediaeval; quartet, not
quartette; traveler, not traveller, etc.
2. “ A dopt, for use in official publica
tions and correspondence, the Twelve
W ords adopted b y the National P ducation Association, viz; program, catalog,
decalog, prolog, demagog, pedagog, tho,
altho, thoro, thorofare, thru, thruout.
3. “ Allow students who may wish to
do so to use in their written work any
spellings recom mended b y a recognized
body of scholars, and given vocabulary
place in any of the standard dictionaries
(W ebster’ s, The Century, The Standard,
Oxford, English); such as abandond,
curv, doctrin, dropt, foren, harth, helth,
fotograf, shal, tung, wil, etc.
N ote. “ A ction b y the faculty is not
intended to control the usage of in
dividual members, altho such personal
use is greatly to be desired.”
On Tuesday, June 8th, D irector J. C.
Kendall spoke before Elm w ood Grange
at Conw ay on “ Extension Service W ork
at N ew Hampshire College’ ’ .
High Class motion
vaudeville at the Lyric.

pictures

and

E. R. MONTGOMERY, CLASS WILL

Seventh. M iss E. Gladys M cK on e
leaves to the College Library a copy of
her book on “ H ow to Squelch a Tw o
Year M an, or Social Science Applied
to Agriculture” .
Eighth. Forest D . Bronson, our
most talented author, also leaves to the
College Library a copy of his latest
volume on “ Hearing Lefty Sing in His
Sleep: a Tragedy in Tw o A cts’ ’ .
Ninth. Albert Gamash very re
luctantly leaves the College forest in
charge of Prof. Foster, and is hoping
against hope that everything will be all
right after he is gone.
Tenth. Based on the theory that
travel has a broadening influence on the
mind, Heck Corriveau leaves his seat on
the Newmarket train to any promising
young man who believes in the theory
of travel.
Eleventh. Miss Alice J. H oitt leaves
her address as M rs. R. W . Garland,
Colebrook, N . H.
Twelfth. Ike Haines who is the
Right W orth y M aster of Ceremonies
of the Ancient and H onorable Order of
D ogs invests the said title, and all the
duties pertaining thereto to Wesley J.
Nelson.
Thirteenth. W e make no provision
under this number there being three
members of the class who have not taken
one of B illy’ s courses and so have not
found out that 13 is not an unlucky
number.
Fourteenth. Lefty Came and Bill
Bartlett with much regret turn over
their positions as assistants to the Regis
trar to Paul S. W ard and Fred M anter.
Fifteenth. W ith still deeper regret

C o n tin u ed on pa g e 7.

COMMENCEMENT WEEK.
Sunday, June 13.
10.45 A. M .— Baccalaureate Ser
mon, Gymnasium. Prof. George
Foot M oore, D . D . Harvard Uni
versity.
M onday, June 14.
4.00 P. M .— Prize Saber Drill.
7.00 P. M .— Band Concert.
8.30 P. M .— Frize D rill, G ym 
nasium.
Tuesday, June 15.
10.00 A. M .— Senior-Faculty
Baseball Game.
11.00 A. M .— Annual M eeting
Board of Trustees.
2.30 P. M .— Class D ay Exercises
Planting of Class Ivy.
3.30 P. M .— Freshman-Sophomore Baseball Game.
8.00 P. M .— Glee Club Opera,
“ Iolanthe,” Gymnasium.
W ednesday, June 16.
8.30 A. M .— Battalion Drill,
Campus.
10.30 A. M .— Commencement
Exercises, Gymnasium. Address:
“ The Service of the College M an
to the R epublic,’ ’ Rabbi Stephen S.
Wise, Ph. D ., New York.
2.30 P. M .— Alumni M eeting.
4.00 P. M .— President’s Re
ception.
8.00 P. M .— Senior Promenade.

ADDRESS TO THE FACDLTY
AND UNDER GRADUATES
BY C. A. REED.
The one great question that arises in
the mind of every graduate from an in
stitution of higher learning, just as he is
about to receive his degree is: “ Is it
worth it? ’ ’ He stops and ponders over
this question as though it must be de
cided correctly if he is to be successful
in life.
A bout sixteen years have been spent
in preparing him for the work that he is
now about to take up. The last four
years of this time have been devoted in
strengthening the weak spots in his
make-up and developing him both men
tally and in character, in order that he
m ay serve society in a competent man
ner. N ow , after this seemingly long
period of getting ready, he is about to
enter the field of practical life for which
he has decided he is best suited.
He looks back to the time when he
graduated from high school, he re
members many classmates who, rather
than put four years more into educa
tion, went directly into some chosen
line of work; and, if he has kept in
close touch with them, he can see them
now, some of them have forged ahead
and may be classed as successful, while
perhaps others of his former classmates
have not yet found themselves and are
still endeavoring to make a success in
their respective fields.
He remembers his degree of fitness
for life when he finished his high school
course and compares it with what he
believes is his ability now. Obviously
he decides that he is now better fitted
to carry on his part in life than he was
four years ago. He feels confident that
now he is capable of accomplishing
much that would have been impossible
before he entered college.
But still the same old question returns
to him: “ Is it worth it?”
He asks
himself if it would not have been wiser
if he had not come to college and spent
so much time and money in becom ing
better prepared? Could he not have
made progress in life and be more sound
ly situated financially if he had taken
up some line of work directly after
graduating from high school? In an
swering these questions he compares
himself with his former classmates, some
of them have been fortunate, why not
he? After spending considerable time
in carefully weighing the question he
makes his decision.
Yes, it is worth while. Four years
ago he was practically a mere b oy — to
day he is a man— today he can realize
that his opportunities for advancement
are now even better than before. He is
not a partly trained man but is now
fully trained and com petent to enter
practical life and be successful as soon
as he obtains the necessary experience.
T oday he is able to appreciate life in
the widest sense of the word— he sees
its possibilities, and he realizes that suc
cess is to be obtained only through hard
work.
Is a college education worth while?
Yes, undoubtedly. The college trained
Continued on Page 7.

CLASS HISTORY.

IVY ORATOR.

BY A. E. BARTLETT,

BY MISS H. W. PLUMER.

Friends,-—as the period of our exis
W e are about to enter a new life.
tence as an undergraduate class at New W e are about to leave our college which
Hampshire draws to a close, it is inter we have grown to love so dearly, and
esting to look back over the four years take up our various lines of work.
round of events that have made our Having now reached one height in our
history. T o you who have observed life’s clim b for which we have been
in a general way, if at all, probably striving during four years, we are face
little of our career has come to your to face with another venture. As we
attention that would mark it as differ answer this call, may we always take
ent from that of any other college class; the forw ard' step. Taking a lesson
and no doubt that is true. Certainly from this ivy which we are planting
if I were to trace the social, economic, here today, may we clim b ever upward,
and political development of the class, never downward.
as the name history suggests, and com 
W ho can say what possibilities there
ment upon its significance, I would not are in this class? Just as we cannot
only be repeating what would apply to tell to what height this plant may climb
all college classes, but I should also or what strength it may possess, so
weary you with a flow of intensely use none can prophecy what may be de
less rhetoric.
veloped from the members of our class.
T o us, however, there are certain T o gain the desired coal many will
things that stand out as bright stars in doubtless have to overcom e obstacles
our history, and as such will be long which will seem almost, insurmount
remembered. As the Frenchman said able, but if like the ivy we are ever
of his old straw hat, ‘ ‘I t ’s a poor thing, striving upward, we need never cease
but it’ s m y ow n’ ’.
our growth at a low level.
As freshmen, we won a decisive
victory over the sophomores in the
cane rush, which proved to be the last
cane rush that the college has seen
W e did not retain our im portance for
long, however, for we soon met reverses.
Nevertheless we are glad to say that
our w orthy predecessors found us a
formidable opponent, and conceded us
a m ajority of the athletic contests of
the year.
That year was also marked by an
unusual event in the history of the
college. I refer to the general difference
of opinion between the students and
administration, which led to a recess
not on the college calender.
MISS H. W. PLUMER, IVY ORATOR
A t sunrise one day a cloud of smoke
appeared on the horizon. It spread
Wherever we go and whatever we do
and spread, until three classes were
our thoughts will always cling about
involved. The wave of strikes then
this campus as the iv y will cling to the
sweeping over the country had reached
wall of this building. She who has
Durham. W e laid aside our books,
cared for us so faithfully and who has
and many took up such diversions as
given us a support for our entire life
tennis, for the first time. M any went
will always be very near and dear to us.
home,— and found that numerous official
A t this time it is natural and proper
explanatory riddles had preceded them.
that we think of those who have made
The town was qu iet,--death ly quiet,—
possible our opportunities here. First
and there were no demonstrations, but
of all are our parents whose sacrifices
our coed s lives were miserable. I
we can never fu lly realize or appreciate;
imagine the terror of one fair student,
then the faculty who have always been
who, as she was walking peacefully
so faithful and ready to help at any
down Fifth Avenue, was suddenly
time. Class-mates, as we separate to
confronted by a strange man, who
morrow m ay we each one have the firm
jumped from behind a tree and, without
determination to be true to our parents,
a word of warning, caught the unsuspect
our Alma M ater and our better selves.
ing girl in his--cam era. N ext day
she appeared in the Boston Sunday
American.
GIRLS AWArDED HONORS
Picture also the committees in charge
IN HOME ECONOMICS C0UTSE.
of student policies, making a daring
dash from the rear windows of the
Crescent to escape the camera men.
In addition to the exhibits of Dom es
Such were the amusing incidents, but tic Art and Dom estic Science, on Home
on the whole, the affair was an unfortu Econom ics D ay, June 4, papers illus
nate one.
trative of the com bined theoretical and
As sophomores it was our privelege practical in Home Econom ics were dis
to welcome a strong entering class. played.
That year the rope pull was substituted
Those students receiving honors were
for the cane rush. The rope was stretch the following:
ed across the Oyster river a short dis
Foods.
tance above the dam. W ell—by the
D ietary A.
time our huskies had swum back to the
M iss Brackett.
starting point, their enthusiasm was
M iss Diettrich.
som ew h at,—shall I say, materially,- —
M iss I. Fernald.
dampened. This was only temporary,
M iss A. H oitt.
however, for the football game was a
M iss C. H oitt.
victory for us, and after that the class
M iss Roberts.
contests averaged about a tie— in ou*’
M iss Shannon.
favor.
M iss Steuerwald.
M iss W eston.
D ietary B,
M iss Burpee,
M iss M urphy.
M iss Nudd.
M iss Worcester.
D ietary A consisted of menus show
ing balanced rations for a brain worker;
Dietary B., for a muscle worker.
Original Recipes.
M iss Burpee.
M iss Diettrich.
M iss M . D udley.
M iss Beatrice Reed.
M iss Bernice Reed.
M iss Turcotte.
Individual M enus.
A. E. BARTLETT, CLASS HISTORIAN
M iss R . Diettrich.
Our activities as a class were not
M iss M . Dudley.
entirely directed toward
interclass
M iss M . Gilson.
matches. The college gained a new
M iss I. M orey.
president that year, Dr. Edward T.
M iss Beatrice Reed.
Fairchild, and in planning for its wel
M iss Bernice Reed.
come to him, each class had a duty as
Miss H. Weston.
signed to it. Ours was the pleasant
Miss M . Worcester.
task of decorating the gymnasium for
D ieteics.
the ceremonies of the inauguration cf
Highest honors:
D r. Fairchild. T o Dr. Fairchild do we
Miss Diettrich.
owe the flourishing condition of our
Miss A. J. H oitt.
college. W ith him at the helm we can
H onors:
confidently predict a prosperous future
Miss Coffin.
for the institution..
Miss C. E. H oitt.
Continued on Page 8.
Miss Hopkins,

?
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PAJAMA PARADE RESULT OF
FIRST-----------------DAY OF ‘EXAMS.”

STORY OF OKLAHAMA
FARMER’ S DISCOVERY

Visit Made to A ll Notable Persons and
Places of Durham—“ Lute” Makes
a Speech.

^

The tremendous mental and physical
strain produced b y having a final examination nearly every day reached
a crisis on the first day of examinations
and culminated in a pajama parade
Wednesday evening. True, but few
of those taking part in the ceremony
had had exams during the day, never
theless, the thought of exams to come
was enough to drive a man to worse
things than parades. From 10 P. M .
to 11 P. M . was spent in arousing enthusiam in the project at the different
boarding houses. Arousing enthusiasm
consisted in offering something to do to
the undergraduate who had been study
ing for the last hour simply because he
had exhausted all other means of occu
pation and had been driven to study
out of sheer ennui
There was but one
choice made - - t h e man went.

B ANDTUrNS OUT.
A miniature boiler factory imitation
by many of the band members, the
throng of about seventy pajama and
nightie-clad individuals marched down
through the center of the town. All
faculty rules regarding the use of the
vile weed were strictly adhered to by
the participants. A t the town hall the
detachment countermarched and stop
ped at ‘ Lefty s ’ new home where
several cheers were given.

SMITH HALL

,

VISITED.

T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E B O A R D .
A D D R E S S TO T H E F A C U L T Y
Concluded from Page 6.
man and woman receives a preparation
that can be nowhere equalled. Char
acter is developed in more ways than
one; many of the false fancies of youth
have been removed and their places tak
en by broad but sound ideas. For four
years the college student watches the
passing show of life from a different
angle— he observes changes in many
things, but yet he has been apart from
the busy world— merely a watcher and
not materially affected. W ill not all
of these experiences prove of value to
him some time in the future? W ill he
not be able to see things more nearly
in their true light because of this un
sought knowledge?
Yes, a college education is most cer
tainly worth while. Each one of us has
debated thjs question thoroughly and
today when we are about to close our
under-graduate days, we can truthfully
say that we are\glad that we came to
college, glad that we ignored the im
pulses to leave, and glad that it has
been possible for us finally to receive
our degrees, the goal for which every
student strives.

Receiving no response the undaunted
band resuming the m aich to Ballard
Hall. Again receiving no response to
the cheers for the co-eds, they went on
to Smith Hall. A light flashing in a
window and then going quickly out as
a cheer went up from the paraders,
betrayed the fact that many of the girls
had heard the singing outside, although
not, a sound came from the inside. From
the ‘ dorm ’ ’ to the president s resi
dence and then to the com m andant’s
home was a short step; where at last a
response was made to the appeals for a
speech. In the same uniform as the
paraders, Lieutenant Sutherland came
out on the veranda and expressed his
gratification at the honor done h:'m, and
then wished his visitors a cordial good
night. Acting on his suggestion the
‘band broke up and retired to slumber
with a feeling of having accomplished
something and with a feeling cf being
Our four years in Durham have been a
ready for any 1 ex a m " that might be period of hard work coupled with many
given on the morrow.
pleasurable events that are extremely
dear. W e have always looked forward
CLASS W IL L
to our graduation with great eagerness
C oncluded fro m P ag e 6.
and now that the time is come we can
M iss M ary E. M urphy turns over her not but think of those who have made
position as reigning society queen and possible our Commencement. Presi
belle of the ball to either one of the dent Fairchild, and members of the
Reed girls who happens to be around. faculty of N ew Hampshire College:
Sixteenth. Miss Helen Plumer and It is with great pleasure that I express,
Leland W . Crafts believing thoroughly for the class of 1915, its sincere appre
in philanthrophy and desiring to de ciation of your most earnest efforts.
monstrate their loyalty to the College Y ou have labored long and untiringly in
each donate one-third of their vast order that we m ight receive all the
amount of knowledge to be held in trust possible benefits of a college course.
and the interest to be given each year Y ou received us, a class of roughlyto the poor and needy, said knowledge hewn individuals from different parts
fund being enough in amount to get of the state, that must be carefully
seven athletes by on the honor list.
m oulded into a complete, w ell-con
Seventeenth, Richard A. Knight
structed and finished product, capable
leaves a full sized portrait of himself to of meeting the needs of society and
the college, provided it be placed in equal to the tests of strength and char
Smith Hall.
acter that are necessary to a wellEighteenth. Believing that every rounded man and woman.
Here at
knock is a boost ‘ Bucket” Fernald this institution we have been carefully
leaves his great ability to offer sugges inspected and remodeled and after sev
tion, give ad^ ice and apply the ointment eral prelim inary tests we are n..w to
in general to W alter I. Waite.
be turned over to be used in repairing,
Nineteenth. John S. Elliott leaves strengthening and building up this fasthis powder puff and massage cream to growing state of N ew Hampshire.
Billy Barr.
T o you, collectively, as well as in
Twentieth.
The rest of the class
dividually belongs great credit. Y our
have nothing to leave with the exception
efforts have been in earnest; at times
of the author who leaves his good-will.
it seemed as though no progress was be
Finally the class as a whole leaves
ing made; you were forced to labor un
to Pres. Fairchild a pledge of loyal sup
der numerous great disadvantages; in
port in all those projects which he is
many instances your methods and ideae
carrying out for the enlargement and
have been sorely criticised by us, but in
betterment of N ew Hampshire College.
spite of all these things, you kept on,
Passed b y the National B oard of
working with the fixed purpose of final
Censorship, the Student W elfare Com 
ly developing this class so that today
mittee and, the Village Improvement
we m ight feel that our time here with
Society.
you was of real value.
In witness whereof I have unto set m y
W e are but one of the many classes
hand and seal this fifteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thous that have been under your guidance.
and nine hundred and fifteen and of the Each June you have seen graduated
Independence of the United States the from old N ew Hampshire scores of young
men and women who for four years re
one hundred and thirty-fifth,
E. R. M ontgom ery, for the ceived the best that you had. M an y of
those graduates you have lost track of,
Class of 1915.
but they surely retain fond recollections
The undersigned do certify that we
witnessed the above signature and in of their college days and their work with
you. As they appreciated your efforts,
proof we hereby subscribe our names
so do we. If, perchance, we are some
and our official titles.
George Brackett, M ayor. day successful in our individual pur
Daniel W ebster Goodchild, suits, we trust that you will consider
our success due largely to the training
C ity Solicitor,
Frank Morrison, Fire Chief. we received here at New Hampshire.

N ext fall our places w ill be taken by
another entering class and you once
more will supervise the preparation of a
number of young men and women for
another Commencement D ay. Your
task should be easier, now that you have
better facilities with which to work, and
the benefits to be derived by the stud
ents should be greater because of the
added equipment. Y e predict a great
future for this, our ’ ew Hampshire
College; the alumni will be truly proud
to claim this college as their Alma M a
ter, and you, the faculty, will receive
greater appreciation of your efforts and
will be recognized as am ong the leaders
in the eduational world.
Y ou, members cf the under-graduate
body, must use great care lest you miss
the opportunities that are to be had
during your college days. Y ou are
here for a purpose and that purpose
must be kept constantly in mind in
spite of the many events that seem to
divert your attention. D o not be mis
taken in the real object of a college
education. Remember that besides be
ing fitted for some particular line of
work, the greatest value of a course in
college is the broadening influence that
is received b y active mingling with
others and through the close friend
ships that are invariably formed.
A man comes to college to study.
Books must be his constant companions
and a liking for them must be formed
early. B y means of bis books the stud
ent gains a great amount of extremely
valuable knowledge, and his work in
the classroom adds to this fund rapidly.
It is one thing to be the possessor of
much learning and another to have the
necessary ability to turn that learning
into something of practical value.
Books are almost worthless unless the
theories in them can be put into prac
tice. The only w ay in which to pre
pare to do things after a college course
is ended is to do things during the course
itself. A live man in college activities
finds after graduating, that he has been
greatly benefited by his interests in
phases of college life.
Each college organization and ac
tivity has its own purpose and value,
and those students who take some part
in the activities most certainly receive
from them great benefits.
A wide acquaintance among the stud
ent body gives the individual an in
sight into the ideas of others. He no
tices desirable traits of character among
his fellows and unconsciously adopts
them until they are finally a part of his
own character. His opinions upon in
numerable subjects are changed through
conversations with studeut friends;
gradually he becomes broadened and
his former narrow conception of man
kind is lost. He sees things from a dif
ferent angle and profits
There is, however, the great danger
that the under-graduate may lose sight
of his motive in attending college. Par
ticipation in college activities will not
alone fit him for life; he must not let
these things interfere with his scholastic
work. The college man who can take
part in the different student activities
and who can at the same time receive
the great benefits to be had from his
books and instructors, is the man who
will be the successful graduate and who
has the best chance of being successful
in his chosen field
Leadership in college is a great help
to the student, as is leadership in the
business world a great asset to the busi
ness man. Often, however, the college
leader does not meet with success after

graduation simply because he has al
ways been a leader.
n real life the
obstacles in the path to success are
many and di ieu.lt to overcome. The
college leader finds that every indi vidual
is working solely for i i • own advance
ment and it is impossible for him to
find those who are willing to sacrifice
themselves in or I( r that he m
s u e ed.
He too, must work alone--and the
change from the position of leader to oik
of a great throng of toilers is~ often dis
heartening and the college man fails to
make the most of his opportunities.
It is not essential that in college a
man be a leader. A leader must possess
many good qualities, but the man who
sees the mistakes of those in the lead
and profits b y them is certain to receive
recognition after graduation.
The one great thing that every college
man and woman must acquire during
the under-graduate days is spirit.
College spirit does not mean an interest
in everything pertaining to college life
only while one is a student, but it
means an interest in college affairs both
in collegiate life and afterwards. Col
lege spirit is a wonderful thing— it trans
forms quiet student bodies into en
thusiastic masses of hum anity; it ac
companies real college graduates whereever they go and fills even the oldest
alumnus with great pride whenever an
announcement is made of a victory on
an athletic field or when some member
or graduate of this college meets with
success.

The following account is taken from
an Oklahoma paper.
■‘H ow many unnecessary steps do
you take each day in your routine of
work? Just listen to this story of an
Oklahoma farmer who lost more than
three months in leading horses to
water and then do a little figuring on
your own part.
In Hughes County, Oklahoma, a
farmer watered his horses from a
spring 200 yards from his barn. Every
time his work horses got a drink the
farmer and his horses walked 400
yards out of their way. One day the
bounty agricultural agent, T. A. M ilstead, visited the farm and noticed
that the farmer was taking many un
necessary ste~:s. The agent suggest
ed that a well be dug near the barn.
The agent believed that water could
be struck at twenty-three feet. The
farmer doubted this but said he was
willing to dig fifty feet if he could be
assured of finding a plentiful water
supply, fin a lly he proceeded to the
digging of a well, and to the sur
prise alike of the farmer and the county
agent a bountiful supply of water was
struck at only eight feet.
Then the agent and the farmer got
to figuring how much tirre was saved
by the well. The farmer found that
he spent thirty minutes on each trip
to the s ring and back. During the
time he had lived on the farm he had
spent nicety-one days of ten hours a
day leading horses to. water.
It is a feeling that cannot be describ
ed. It is present in every college town;
it unites scattered groups of students
into one bod y with a com m on interest.
W hen one is once possessed with this
feeling it is never lost and is always a
good asset.
Faculty and undergraduates of New
Hampshire: D o your best to develop
here at this college such a spirit. A t
present the student bod y can be drawn
more tightly together; much can be a c
complished through good college spirit
that will make this institution dearer
to the hearts of every graduate and
student. As this class leaves you to
take up its work in life, it carries deep
in its heart a love for N ew Hampshire
that can never die. Its full feeling is
best expressed in the old college hym n.
H ow often have we made the echoes ring
with its sweet strains, how often have
we really thought of its true signi
ficance? N ow when the tim e is com e
that we must depart we fully realize
the love that we bear this college of ours
and trust that our deep feeling may be
impressed on those who are to follow.
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Concluded fro m pa g e 6.
W e have seen an increase in the
number of students of approximately
40 per cent. This change has shown
itself in a variety of ways,— in classes,
in athletics, and in the social life of
the college. Classes have increased in
size, and new courses have been intro
duced into the curriculum. Athletics
have gained in favor and recognized
importance, and our track records are
such as will soon justify sending a team
to the N ew England Intercollegiates.
Our informals, at which young women
were once as scarce as scholars among
students, now easily vie in popularity
with C ondit’s and Central Park.
Our junior year we passed in com 
parative seclusion. It was a relief to
be through with the strenuous duties
of our sophomore and freshman years,
and so we went quietly on our way,
devoting our attention to books.
“ And this our life exempt from public
haunt.
Finds tongues in trees, books in the
running brooks,
Sermons in stones and good in every
thing.
I would n ot change it.’ ’
W e returned last fall for our final
year. Since then the stream of time
has flowed swiftly; mainly, no doubt,
because the last year is always a busy
year. If we have not learned how to
make good use of our time, then we
have failed in one of the principal objects
of education. But I think that the
most of us have succeeded at least
partially in this respect. And since
good use means well divided use of
one’s time, the ideal division has been
sought.
Individually we have made many
friends, and our associations with them
at the inform als, on the athletic field,
and in the class room w ill form plersant
memories that w ill stay with us for
ever.
B u t there is also a darker side that
lingers with us. W e shall not soon
forget the sad loss o f three of our num ber
Laura Jane Paige, H arold Charles
Hill, and W alter Edward Arthur; their
death is mourned b y all who knew them.
It is rather a serious time, commence
m ent time, yet to it we all look forward
anxiously. W e are anxious to hear
from the last final exams, for sometimes
the results of these are quite important.
B ut it is also a pleasant time. Our
places will be filled b y another class,
and we shall be making new places for
ourselves. It pays to be optimistic
now, and we don’ t anticipate disappoint
ments, bu t should they com e we will
n ot be swamped b y them.
T o our alma mater, our first and last
wish is this:
In your career of success which you
are enjoying and are destined to enjoy
we hope to be able to take an active part
in helping to prom ote your welfare.
M a y these ceremonies not prove to be
funeral rites, rather m ay the class of
1915 continue to live and to act with
and for New Hampshire College.

POULTRY INDUSTRY OF
IMPORTANCE IN STATE

Altho the old Granite State is re
nowned for its natural beauties, which
furnish an im portant source of income,
there are other sources which help to
keep our coffers full in a somewhat less
conspicuous manner. One of these is
the poultry industry. According to the
last census the value of the eggs produc
ed in N ew Hampshire annually is about
i2 ,043,000, and the value of the poultry
nearly $880,000, making a total of al
most 13,000,000. Prom 1900 to 1910,
the value of egs produced has increased
G8% and the value o f poultry 43 % .

COMPARISONS.
Com pared with the revenues from
the other main agricultural pusuits,
the poultry industry shows up well
It totals a sum half as large as the daiy.
industry furnishes, and twice
the
amount brought in from horticulture.
There is no doubt but that the keep
ing of poultry is a business well adapted
to N ew Hampshire especially in connec
tion with fruit or general farming.
A bout 45 head of poultry is the aver
age per farm, and this can readily be
increased to several hundred. If each
farmer would enlarge his flock in this
way, statistics would probably not sa y
as they now do, that only 10% of the
poultry products consumed in New
England are produced here. The chance
for “ over poduction” is so slight, at
least for a long time to come, as to be
practically negligible.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT.
From the report of a governm ent
survey made in 1911 of the towns of
Amherst, Hollis, Lyndeboro, and M il
ford, in which was gathered data con
cerning average area, capital, receipts,
expenses, and profits for 266 farms, b y
types of farming, certain interesting
comparisons can be made. One hun
dred eighteen dairy farms, with an
average acreage of 133.7 acres and a
capital of .$6,134, gave a return on the
investment of 4.27% . F orty poultry
farms with an acreage of 65.4 and an
investment of $4,066 gave a return of
9.39% . Nine fruit farms of 45.7 acres
and a capital of $4,730, returned 23.08% ,
and 9 general farms of 100.0 acres
and $4,973 invested, returned but 5 % ,
showing that profits from poultry are
satisfactorily lucrative.

ASSOCIATION F0EMED.

W aynesburg College is to receive an
endowment of f 0,000.
Fire has destroyed the chemical labo
ratory at Albright College.

BOAT-RACE ABANDONED.
On account of the present war, the
annual Oxford-Cambridge boat-race will
be abandoned. This will be the first
time this has occurred since 1856.

PfOFESSiONS DEFINED.

Rice University at Houston, Texas,
is remarkable in more than one way.
This is bu t the second year of its exist
ence and yet its endowment is $10,000,000. This year there are three times as
many instructors and four ti mes as many
students as last year. A high stand
ard of entrance requirements was set up
at the establishment of the university,
and this year more than 200 students
were turned away on account of incom
plete preparation.

PURCHASE TREES FOR CAMPUS.
Students and teachers of Texas
Christian University have subscribed
money for the purchase of trees for the
campus.

Bureau of Education. Of these, 37
per cent, are situated east
of
the
Mississippi and south of M ason and
D ixon’s line; four per cent, are in New
England; only six and one half per cent,
are for women, while 65 and one-half
per cent, are co-educational.
W hile the University of Virginia has
almost universally been credited with
being the originator of the honor
system, the bulletin shows that priority
is also claimed by William M ary
College, Virginia. This institution is
declared to have had a form of the
honor system in 1770, and to have
introduced it through the graduates
into the University of Virginia. The
honor of establishing the system has
also been claimed for the University
of South Carolina.

PRINCETON

President of Supreme Governing Council
Installs Mu Alpha Chapter—Alumna
Returns to Take Degrees

Last Friday marked the entrance in
to New Hampshire College of one of the
five largest of women’ s fraternities
when Alpha Alpha Alpha sorority was
installed as M u Alpha chapter of Chi
Omega. M rs. M a ry C. Love Collins
of Lexington, K entucky, President of
the Supreme Governing Council of
Chi Omega Fraternity and M rs. Clara
M artin Southworth cf Portland confer
red the rights and privileges of the
fraternity upon the entering chapter.
M iss Castine C. Swanson, an alumna
member of A. A. A. was initiated with
the active chapter. M iss Swanson is
superintendent of the Franklin Square
House in Boston.
In the evening the new chapter and
its guests partook of a banquet served
by Caterer Simpson.

Among the institutions of the country
that have the honor system in one or
all departments are: Princeton Univer
sity, Cornell University, Barnard Col
lege, W ashington and Lee University,
Smith College, University of North
Carolina, Stevens Institute of Tech
nology, Swarthmore College, Beloit
College, Wesleyan University and Randolph-M acon W om an's College, Lynch
burg, Va. Am ong those that have the
honor system ‘ ‘in spirit but not in form ’ ’
the bulletin mentions Albion Colege,
Dickinson College, B ryn M aw r College,
M ount H olyoke College and Rose
Polytechnic Institute.
A few institutions are cited as having
tried the system and declared it a
failure. Am ong these are Franklin
and M arshall College, the State Uni
versity of Iowa and William Jewell A. L. MURDOCH, CLASS VICE PRESIDENT
College.
The bulletin gives as types of con
stitutions for the conduct of the honor
system those of Princeton and Cornell
LIFE PASS GRANTED.
universities.

FOOTBALL PIONEERS.

E very man who receives his varsity let
ter at the State College of Washington is
granted a life pass to all athletic events
on the home field.

Princeton and Rutgers were the first
colleges to play football, beginning in
TO H A V t NEW PLANT.
1856. M ichigan is the pioneer am ong
Allegheny College is to have a new
the western colleges, and adopted the $70,000 chem istry plant. The previous
game in 1878.
building was burned.

EXHIBIT AT EXPOSITION.
VOTE IS IN OPPOSITION.

Johns Hopkins University will have
T o give impetus to the movement to
A ballot wafe cast at Princeton in re an exhibit at the Panama-Pacific Ex
ward the keeping of poultry, the N ew
Hampshire Poultry Growers’ Associa gard to com pulsory chapel. The under position. Plans for the future home of
tion was form ed last fall. The pur graduates are overwhelmingly against it the U niversity will be shown.
pose of this organization is to im prove
the quality of poultry and eggs produc
ed in the state, to im prove methods of
production and marketing, and to bring
those interested in touch with each other.
Professor R. V. M itchell of Durham is
stecretary-treasurer of the association,
Dues for the year are one dollar.

M cG ill University has three wireless
stations. Tw o of them were furnished
by the Canadian Government and the
Northern Electric Com pany.

UNIVERSITY’ S STANDARD HIGH.

ALPHA ALPHA ALPHA
ENTERS CHI OMEGA

Students 123 universities and colleges

Furnishes Half as Much Revenue as Dairy in the United States are under the
“ honor system ,” according to a bulle
Business — W ell Adapted to N. H.
Conditions-—Association Formed
tin just issued b y the United States

RADIO STATIONS FURNISHED.

MISS G. E. HOITT, CLASS SECRETARY

THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS
UNDER HONOR SYSTEM.

The census has provided us with a
definition
of “ the professions.”
A
good many folks have wondered a good
many times what the “ professional
classes' ’ were. The census has de
cided. They constitute —
Actors.
Architects, designers, draftsmen, etc.
Artists and teachers of art.
Clergymen (including religious and
charity workers.)
Dentists.
Journalists.
Lawyers (including abstractors, nota
ries and justices of peace).
Literary and scientific persons.
Musicians and teachers of music.
Physicians and surgeons (including
nonmedical healers).
School teachers, professors in colleges,
e t c .—“ N ew Y ork Press,’ !

GARDENERS OF STATE
NEGLECTING OPPORTUNITIES

There are very few people in N ew ^
Hampshire, who are taking advantage
of the wonderful opportunities which
are before them in the growing of vege
tables. There is probably no state in
the East, which is more dependant on
its neighbors in this regard than our r
own state. Is it because we have not
awakened to the earnest call to utilize
our home markets, or is it because New
Hampshire’s climate will not permit it,
or have, after all our people not becom e
versed in the art of growing vegetables?
GOOD MARKET NECESSARY.
The absolute necessities for successful
vegetable growing are a good market
and a rich well drained light soil; al
tho it is better to have a good market
and a fair soil than a poor market and a
rich soil.
There is not a town in this state of
any consequence which can rightly say
that fresh New Hampshire vegetables
keep it supplied, and conversely it can
be said that car loads com e in daily
from other states to a city such as M an 
chester. M an y a cottage and hotel in
the mountains are entirely dependent
on Massachusetts for such articles of
consumption.
Since so m any towns are not sup
plied and since people are relishing
more and more fresh vegetables on their
tables, if more were grown, more would
undoubtedly be eaten. As an adjunct
to farming and as a means of putting
cash crops into the rotation, nothing
can be better than to put in such non
perishable, high yielding m oney ci’ops
as beans, beets, onions, squashes, and
the like.
THE COMMON CRY.
W e hear the cry that we have the
land and the market and the inclina
tion but that it is impossible to grow
vegetables without a generous supply
of organic matter. Nothing can be
more true, but is it not possible to grow
legumes and plow them under; is it not a
paying proposition to bu y manures if the
profits are worth while; is it not an ideal
side line for the dairy farm? Boston
market gardeners can pay $1000 an acre
for land, buy manures at the rate of
$5.00 a cord and make a com fortable
living by selling to a market where vege
table com petition is the keenest in
America. N ew Hampshire has lots of
land just as good as the best in M assa
chusetts at very much reduced prices
and can obtain a good price for her
produce. The growing of truck crops is
easy and interesting, the equipment
needed is small, and the average not
extensive. W h y not give the proposi
tion a thought and much study?

